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Who we are
Flavourly.com is one of the UK’s 
leading online craft beer retailers 
with almost 500,000 customers, 
over 1 million shipments fulfilled
and backed by some of the UK’s 
top drinks entrepreneurs.

Fulfilled by Flavourly is our 
fulfilment arm that specialises in 
direct-to-consumer (or business) 
fulfilment for drinks brands.



Fulfilled by Flavourly
FBF was born when a leading drinks company asked to tap into our 
infrastructure, scale and 10 years of experience in fulfilling drinks 
orders online.

Our mission is to build the best drinks fulfilment service anywhere, 
with a laser focus on fulfilling for the drinks industry. 

We are the only fulfilment company exclusively focused on drinks.

• Currently processing 30,000-55,000 shipments/month

• Best in class service: Rated “Excellent” on Trustpilot

• All processes specifically built around fulfilment for drinks including; 
mixed cases, merchandise, glassware and brand literature.

• Offices in Edinburgh and Glasgow



The hidden costs of d2c ecommerce 
fulfilment

Without a dedicated service team,                

it’s almost impossible to deliver great 

customer service and an experience in line 

with your brand values.

Damages, replacements, and returns cost 

time, money, and reputation to resolve.

It costs considerably more to recruit new 

customers than keep an existing one, so 

why not get it right first time?

6/10 consumers will share a bad 

experience with friends or family.

Negotiation, procurement, and 

management of services to facilitate D2C 

fulfilment (lease, packaging, couriers, etc.).

1/3 customers will leave a brand after

just one bad experience.



Why outsource your fulfilment?

Give your customers the best 

experience from day one.

Tap into economies of scale. Use our 

buying power to make savings.

Instant scalability (both up and 

down) depending on your needs or 

time of year.

Remove huge capital expenditure and 

lease liabilities.

Opportunity cost – you can focus on 

sales and your customers while we 

take care of the rest.

Utilise our expertise on everything 

from stock management to processes, 

packaging, IT integration and more.



Why Fulfilled by Flavourly?
Our focus is exclusively on delivering the best 
drinks fulfilment service. This means we have 
been able to deliver industry leading low 
damage and loss rates while maximising client 
ecommerce sales through offering the ability to 
fulfil mixed SKU cases, including glassware, 
merchandise, and any brand literature.

All of our processes and packaging have been 
tested and designed to offer lower costs for 
drinks brands whilst maximizing consumer 
experience.



Our offering
D2C Fulfilment

B2B Fulfilment
Alternative Route to 

MarketBulk Kitting

We can fulfil small mixed 
pack B2B cases and send 

through our courier 
network.  

Option to list your 
products on the 

Flavourly website as an 
additional sales avenue.

Using our conveyor line we can 
rush pack mixed sku bulk kits 

of point of sale, special offers 
and subscription boxes . 

We can manage the whole process from pick, pack and dispatch 

to procurement of packaging and customer service. Our 

processes are built for picking and packing multiple sku boxes.



Don’t take our word for it…
“Flavourly are the perfect partner to support Innis & Gunn and our drinkers as our online sales 
channel continues to grow. The last year has been phenomenal for our online shop, with sales 
up over 900% and we have invested in our e-commerce strategy to support this shopping trend 
and better serve our drinkers. Flavourly share the same passion for beer that we do and bring 
years of experience and expertise, which elevate both our service and offering.”

Crawford Sinclair   Commercial Director Innis & Gunn

“Partnering with Flavourly offers us the ability to focus on engaging with whisky fans and 
industry partners whilst having Flavourly focus on scalable and timely logistics. Our technical 

integration means that we are running an efficient and well-integrated platform that can take 
orders from our Caskshare platform directly into Flavourly's logistics capabilities.”

David Nicol  Founder of Caskshare



GET IN TOUCH

Stephanie Taylor
FBF Development and Account Manager

E: stephanie@flavourly.com

Andrew Bremner
Head of Operations

E: andrew@flavourly.com


